The basic idea of model-based diagnosis is to exploit knowledge about the structure and behaviour of the physical system to be diagnosed in order to identify diagnoses from discrepancies between observed and predicted behaviour. In this paper, we describe the application of model-based diagnosis to the problem of fault localisation in power transmission networks. We also show that the resulting system, DPNet, has an extended competence w.r.t. rulebased approaches (treatment of unknown and multiple faults) while requiring less development effort because of the use of component libraries in the model-based approach.
Introduction
Failures in technical systems are often limited to the systems themselves. A faulty copier, for example, will not normally cause further damage; we can simply use another machine. In other cases, system malfunctions may have severe consequences and side-effects on the system environment; examples include energy generation systems and the densely connected power distribution networks. In these cases, for economic reasons, it is necessary to detect and locate faults as quickly as possible in order to restore normal system function, thus minimising downtime.
Work on computer-aided support for these tasks is already underway in many areas. The results, however, are often unsatisfactory. Computer-aided diagnosis therefore is still a research topic. This is particularly true for the work carried out in the area of artificial intelligence, which tries to represent as much knowledge and experience of human experts as possible in so-called Given this simple insight, it is surprising that most of the currently available diagnosis systems do not work on the basis of discrepancies between expected and observed behaviour. Instead, they follow a rule-based approach in the tradition of first-generation expert systems from the mid-1970s. These systems can be understood as a kind of generalised fault dictionary associating faults with symptoms. The approach seemed to be appropriate for medical diagnosis because models of the human body are not generally available.
Even before the current widespread application of first-generation expert systems, the scientific community realised that the approach would necessarily fail for the area of technical systems. Reasons for this include the following: 0 1 only faults that have been explicitly added to the dictionary can be diagnosed. 0 2 fault symptom associations can, at best, capture the possible failures of a specific system. 0 3 interactions of faults cannot be adequately described using fault symptom associations only.
From an economic point of view in particular, the first two points make the fault dictionary approach highly undesirable. Shrinking product cycles and permanently changing device structures, such as network topologies, prevent us from even collecting the most probable faults as required by reason 1. The increasing number of variants of the same device/system leads to the expensive development of several expert systems for more or less the same device/system because of reason 2.
In contrast to the fault dictionary approach, models of the correct behaviour of system compoents play a central role in model-based diagnosis. A system is represented by describing the behaviour of individual system components and the structure of the system, i.e. the interaction paths between components. From this information, a model-based diagnosis system is generated automatically. The aforementioned problems disappear completely.
Continual research over the last decade has brought model-based diagnosis to a point where a second generation of expert systems for technical diagnosis is now being developed for applications. Considering the widespread (and sometimes successful) use of the comparatively simple fault dictionary approach, model-based systems building on libraries of explicit representations of component behaviour, and on an explicit representation of the actual system structure, should have a major impact on all areas with technical diagnosis problems.
As an application of the domain-independent diagnosis system GDE' (Extended General Diagnostic Engine) [9] developed by the Advanced Reasoning Methods Group at Siemens Research, a prototypical application system for fault analysis in power distribution networks, DPNet, was built. Although no domain expert was involved and domain knowledge therefore had to come from textbooks describing the correct behaviour of the system, an initial evaluation on real data was positive; all available message bursts are correctly analysed and faults properly located.
The application domain
The energy distribution system is the connecting link between energy suppliers and consumers. According to its size with respect to supply and demand of energy, the network is usually divided into high-, medium-and lowvoltage subnets. Subnets transmit energy on more than one voltage level, e.g. the high-voltage network in Germany consists of 380 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV voltage levels. These levels are coupled by means of transformers and generation groups of power plants can be connected to each of them (Fig. 1) .
Transformers and generation groups are linked to busbars within stations. If the energy distribution network is viewed as a graph, then the bus-bars are the nodes of this graph. Lines connect bus-bars of different stations within, and consumers to, the network. All connections of devices to bus-bars are realised by systems of switches (i.e. insulators and circuit-breakers), which are also called bays. By means of these bays, the topology of the network can be adapted to the current load situation to achieve an efficient distribution of energy resources.
Faulty switch actuations, malfunctioning devices and external influences unfortunately lead to disturbances. Their effects, usually energy breakdown in regions of the transmission network, as well as thermal and mechanical damage of devices are minimised by protection mechanisms [ l l , 121 . In case of faults, the protection mechanisms detach parts of the network by the automatic actuation of the circuit-breakers of the corresponding bays.
In order to restrict energy breakdowns as much as possible, ideally by detaching only the faulty device, maximal selectivity is required from the protection mechanisms. Exceptions are devices of considerable economic value such as transformers (w.r.t. material) and bus-bars (w.r.t. network connectivity), where selectivity is subordinated to the protection of electrical appliances.
Distance protection is an example of a selective protection mechanism. It is most common for transmission lines and additionally serves as a back-up in case of failure of other protections. The mechanism is equipped with measuring instruments from which the direction of energy flow and resistance can be determined. In the case of a short-circuit in the direction of the connected line, which is reflected by a certain decrease in the resistance, the circuit-breaker of the local bay is actuated after a delay, assuming that the resistance has not returned to the nominal value in the meantime. The delay is determined by a locally adjusted staggered characteristic curve (Fig. 2) . The decrease in resistance is a representative estimate for the distance of the short-circuit; the associated delay increases with increasing estimated distance. This behaviour leads directly to the required selectivity as the breakers closer to the fault are guaranteed to trip first. As a positive side-effect, there is always a back-up if one of the distance protections or breakers fails (but with obviously reduced selectivity).
However, in high-voltage networks, selective protection mechanisms are not sufficient, because extremely fast detachment is required to prevent nearby appliances from destruction caused by the large transmitted energy. In such cases, the differential protection is employed for high-speed intervention. This approach exploits Kirchhoff's first law by monitoring the sum of currents of all bays of the bus-bar. If the sum is not approximately zero, all circuit-breakers of all baqs are immediately tripped. The intervention time of the differential protection can be an order of magnitude faster than the fastest distance protection level.
The protection mechanisms and the breakers of each bay send numerous messages to the associated control centre (Fig. 3) . In particular, there are 0 warnings (the current in the bay is beyond the admissible threshold), eventually including information about the direction of energy flow, affected phases etc. (these messages are marked ANR in Fig. 3 ). During fault situations, the control centre personnel and a computer-aided diagnostic system are confronted with the following problems:
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depending on the kind of fault, hundreds of messages arrive within seconds.
the messages do not arrive in chronological order. messages might be delayed significantly or even be missing.
multiple temporally overlapping faults are difficult to separate.
the reaction time to a fault should be as short as possible (real-time constraints).
The task of the engineer, and hence the replacement diagnostic system, is to locate and reconstruct as precisely as possible the cause of the fault from the incoming messages, eventually resulting in a sequence of breaker commands. These include the attachment of unnecessarily detached devices, switching to available back-up appliances in order to re-establish energy supply and operations for achieving an optimal load distribution.
Diagnostic systems which allege to be effective in this field must satisfy the following additional requirements: 0 fast adaptation to changes of the network topology 3 Knowledge-based diagnosis
3.1
Diagnosis is one of the main application areas of so-called first-generation knowledge-based systems. These systems from the mid-1970s were quite successful in limited domains, e.g. certain areas in medical diagnosis. They operate on a set of fault-symptom associations typically encoded in the form of rules ('IF (condition) THEN (consequence)'). The limitations of these purely experience-based systems became apparent when they were applied to technical domains. Here physical laws and general principles governing the selected domain play a crucial role in performance at the expert level. These laws and principles are available and should be used by the system. However, this type of knowledge can hardly be encoded in fault-symptom associations and, if so, only in an implicit way.
The main restrictions imposed on experienced-based diagnosis systems are the following: 0 they are limited to known symptoms and their causes.
they are specialised for one or a small set of device type.
0 they fail to degrade gracefully because they do not know the boundaries of their competence. RST  ANR  RSTMQ  ANR  RST  ANR  RST  ANR  RST  ANR  G  ANR  RSTMO  ANR  RST  AUS  ANR  RST  ANR  G  ANR  RSTMQ  ANR  RST  AUS  ANR  RST  ANR  G  ANR  RSTM  ANR  RST  ANR  RSTMQ  AUS  ANR  RST  AUS  ANR -2, -3 ,... } Fig. 4 Model of a breaker 0 they are not constructive as there is no methodology for adapting a changed or similar device. 0 for generating diagnosis systems from given design data.
Therefore, developing and maintaining experience-based diagnosis systems requires a substantial amount of resources. From a financial point of view, this approach cannot be a basis for widespread industrial applications ~3 1 .
3.2
From the beginning of the 1980s, this experience of limitations of first-generation systems caused the development of so-called model-based diagnosis systems.
Based on previous work on model-based reasoning and the 'General Diagnostic Engine' [14], the diagnosis framework GDE' has been developed [9, 131 and evaluated by a number of realistic studies. In the following, we use this system (which is also the basis for the DPNet prototype) to illustrate the basic ideas of model-based diagnosis.
A major prerequisite of this approach is a description of the device to be diagnosed in terms of its components, their normal behaviour and connections. Based on this description, the diagnosis system predicts the behaviour of the whole system, assuming that each component behaves correctly. Additionally, dependency records are maintained, which relate behavioural aspects to the correctness of those components responsible for producing this behaviour. When discrepancies are detected between observed and predicted behaviour, these dependency records can be analysed to retrieve the underlying sets of correctness assumptions, so-called conflicts. As a diagnosis has to explain each conflict, it has to retract at least one correctness assumption of each conflict. This normally yields several diagnoses, which may be further discriminated by making additional measurements. The principal advantages of this approach are thus
The second generation: model-based diagnosis 0 generality: a domain-independent diagnosis framework. a domain-specific component library.
0 extendability to new device structures and new components (due to the explicit representation of the device structure which may be derived from CAD data). 0 treatment of unknown symptoms and faults, in particular multiple faults.
These features allow us to overcome the limitations of first-generation systems, and provide a basis for developing and maintaining knowledge-based diagnosis systems in an economically feasible way.
A major requirement of this approach is a domainspecific component library containing a local context-free model for each component of an application domain. A model describes the normal behaviour of a component by its characteristic variables and their relations. In the following, we use a small example from the domain of power transmission networks to illustrate this approach.
Component models
The component library of DPNet specifies the normal behaviour of components during a disturbance of the network by means of the following parameters:
the distance protection level (LEVEL) at which a breaker has been tripped (corresponding to the different levels in Fig. 2 ).
0 the state (STATUS) of the breaker. the direction of the short-circuit (+ means the location of the fault in the direction of the line and -in the direction of the bus-bar).
0 the distance to the location of the fault (in terms of the number of lines and bus-bars between the current position and the fault), which may be computed using the distance protection level.
The last two parameters are combined to produce a directed distance FDIST (whose sign is the direction and the amount is the distance to the location of the fault).
In the following, we describe models as (mathematical) relations which are simply written as tables listing the tuples of the relation.
The model of a breaker (Fig. 4) describes the following.
If the breaker has been tripped (STATUS = OPEN), we can compute the direction and distance of the shortcircuit using the current distance protection level (LEVEL) . If the breaker has been tripped at distance protection level 1, the short-circuit current is directed to the line and the distance is 1 (i.e. the line is possibly faulty). For distance protection levels 2 and 3, there is no unique fault distance as one step in the distance protection's characteristic curve does not exactly correspond to the length of a line. If the breaker has been tripped on level 4, the short-circuit current may also be directed towards the bus-bar.
If the breaker's associated switch is closed, we can derive similar constraints for the values of LEVEL and FDIST.
Clearly, using this relation we can also derive the expected state of the breaker (STATUS), if we know the distance protection level and the fault distance, or we
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may infer the actual distance protection level from the state of the breaker and the fault distance. 
-F D I s t~m

1-FDIST-
The behaviour of a line is modelled (Fig. 5) as follows: 0 a line operating in normal mode has no short-circuit, i.e. the location of the fault is not on this line. Thus, the fault distance must be either 3 2 (i.e. at least two components in the direction of the line) or -1 (at least one component in the direction of the bus-bar). 0 moving closer to the fault reduces the fault distance by 1, and moving in the opposite direction increases the fault distance by 1. In both cases, the sign of the fault distance has to be inverted to indicate the direction of the short-circuit current. holds. In addition, we record (in curly brackets) that this inference depends on the correctness of A1 (and the correctness of the observations which we believe unconditionally). Inferences are only performed by a combination of local models, so-called local propagation.
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Generating diagnosis candidates
As A1 is connected to the left terminal of line L1
FDIST,,,(Ll)
= FDIST(A1) = 1 { A l l holds. This is inconsistent with the model of a correct line, which requires that the fault distance is either 3 2 or s -1. Using the initial observations (i.e. parts of the message burst) and the models for correct behaviour, it is possible to derive contradictory values for some variables; the fault distance is inferred to be 1 and 3 2 or s -1 justified by the correctness assumptions for A1 and L1. This conflict implies that at least one of these correctness assumptions is wrong, i.e. diagnosis candidates are [All and [Ll]. Clearly, it is possible that there are additional faulty components, but in general, we are primarily interested in diagnoses suspecting only a small number of components, and thus we consider only minimal (w.r.t. set inclusion) candidates. Observing that breaker A2 has been tripped on level 1, we can also derive in a similar way the conflict {AZ, Ll}.
Both conflicts can be resolved by retracting the correctness assumption for L1, or by retracting the correctness assumptions for A1 and A2, i.e. possible diagnoses are Two faulty breakers are less probable than a shortcircuited line, and thus GDE' assigns a lower rank to this diagnosis. Ranking of diagnoses in GDE' is according to cardinality and U prim' fault probabilities of components. Using this approach, we can also derive implausible and physically impossible diagnoses. This is because GDE+ does not require any knowledge about faulty behaviour (which is a principal advantage compared to experience-based systems). Fortunately, by using such fault models, these candidates may be eliminated. The underlying inference pattern is to exonerate a component if none of its known fault models explains the observed behaviour [9, 161. Discrimination among candidates can be carried out by additional observations (messages). In order to minimise the number of additional measurements for obtaining a unique diagnosis, GDE' uses an information-theoretic method to determine the next mesurement point that provides maximal information gain [17] .
The DPNet system
In this Section we describe the DPNet prototype developed using GDE'. DPNet has been tested using real message bursts and parts of real networks (Fig. 1) . As GDE' already provides the general framework for diagnosis, development work for DPNet focused mainly on the development of a component library for power transmission networks, and thus required only a fraction of the efforts necessary to develop a conventional system.
The DPNet component library
As previously mentioned, component models describe the normal behaviour of components during a disturbance of the network. The models of the protection mechanisms and their actions allow the localisation of a short-circuit as well as the diagnosis of faulty protection mechanisms (e.g. the unsuitable intervention of a breaker). The current prototype considers only distance protections (because they reveal the most interesting behaviour pattern), but may be easily extended to other protection mechanisms, e.g. differential protections. In the following, we describe these component models. Models for breakers and lines are illustrated in Section 3. -bar (with three terminals S I , S2, S3) : a correctly working bus-bar has no short-circuit, i.e. the fault distance of at least one terminal must be positive (the short-circuit current must be flowing to a line). Furthermore, the fault distance of at least one terminal must be negative; otherwise, the bus-bar would produce current. Moving across the bus-bar subtracts 1 from the negated minimum of the fault distances.
Bus
Transformer (with LEFT and RIGHT terminals):
with respect to a disturbance of the normal operation of the network, a transformer qualitatively behaves like a line.
Generator:
in the case of a disturbance, the short-circuit current is usually provided by a generator, i.e. the fault distance must be negative. 
Fault localisation
In the following, we demonstrate by a sample session of DPNet the localisation of a fault from a message burst (Fig. 3) in a part of a real network (shown in Fig. 8) . The message burst is caused by a multiple fault: the bus-bar FAV3 is faulty. 0 the generator S does not work properly (note that this generator is on a different voltage level than the bus-bar).
there is an unsuitable intervention of breaker F3.
These faults cause an isolation of bus-bar FAV3 by tripping all breakers on the 'opposite' side (on distance protection level 2). The faulty generator is disconnected from the network by the directly associated breaker. Usually, only a fraction of the available messages is required to determine the fault location(s). Therefore, the system initially considers only messages concerning the tripping of breakers and neglects the rest, which provides a useful focus for the analysis. With correctly working protection mechanisms, the faults described above cause the opening of breakers E2, G36, IC5, F55, G 0 5 , 0 1 , UC3, F53 and F3. The substations PCPI and UDQC do not have any direct communication lines to All diagnoses suspect bus-bar FAV3 of being faulty, and they also include generator S or breaker F53 and breaker F3 or line FEQ. There are also several diagnoses which suspect at least seven components and represent different improbable combinations of line and breaker faults. This is not very surprising as the exclusive consideration of tripping commands does not determine a unique diagnosis.
Discrimination between these initial diagnoses can be carried out by exploiting additional information about the state of the network. Therefore, the measurement proposal routine of GDE' is used to select additional messages from the message burst. The only measurable quantity that can be obtained from messages is the direction of the short-circuit current. In our example, the system selects the direction of the short-circuit between line FEQ and breaker F3 as the best measurement. The corresponding message provides the -direction (i.e. towards the bus-bar), which eliminates all diagnoses including FEQ. The remaining diagnoses are as the single best diagnosis, as well as several other implausible and improbable diagnoses, i.e. using only tripping commands and a few additional messages is sufficient to obtain a fairly good estimation of the fault location.
GDE' does not require any assumptions about the faulty behaviour of components, which allows the treatment of unknown symptoms but may also cause physically implausible diagnoses. This is the reason for some of the additional diagnoses in our example. Fortunately, GDE+ exploits knowledge about faulty behaviour in order to eliminate such diagnoses. Applying these additional inferences, we have the diagnoses
The second diagnosis represents the situation that all open breakers are unsuitable interventions, a very improbable but physically possible situation.
Evaluating DPNet against 20 real message bursts revealed that the system produces a fast localisation of faults (response time is about one minute). As only the I L relevant part of the network (focusing by tripped breakers) and only a fraction of the message burst are considered, this response time is more or less independent of the size of the network. It is important to note that the basis for this implementation, GDE', is only a research prototype. As the main part of the work was the development of a domain-specific component library, DPNet required only about six working months of development effort (including domain analysis and improvements of the GDE' implementation). GDE' (and DPNet) is implemented in Common Lisp and available on SUN workstations and SYMBOLICS Lisp Machines.
Discussion
We discuss the potential, the current limitations and possible improvements of the current prototype, based on this case study. This discussion considers the follow- 
I Selective information processing
DPNet automatically filters the incoming message burst by selecting only messages which potentially reline the current diagnostic results (by discriminating between different, alternative diagnoses). This filtering depends on the current situation, and thus does not require an a prim' ranking of single messages. Selecting messages according to the expected information gain only affects the performance of the system and not the h a 1 result. The heuristic used in DPNet to favour messages about interventions by the protection mechanism seems to be appropriate for this purpose.
Reasoning with incomplete information
The fact that for some substations no messages are available has been already mentioned. This, and the possibility of delayed messages, requires the computation of diagnoses based on the available, possibly incomplete information. The example in the previous Section, however, has already demonstrated that the system can cope with this additional difficulty. In contrast to rule-based systems, DPNet does not need to match complete patterns in order to apply a rule, but is able to infer the unknown state of a breaker based on the currently available information and use this new information for further inferences. This causes the problem that some of these conclusions may be invalidated by additional information (e.g. delayed messages) and therefore have to be retracted.
Retractable inferences
The task of retracting inferences based on assumptions poses no additional difficulty for GDE+. In Section 3, we illustrated how the system keeps track of the assumption sets underlying a fact by means of an assumption-based truth maintenance system. In the case of discrepancies between a derived fact and an observation (which is considered as true), the underlying sets of assumptions are marked as inconsistent, and thereby all other facts which depend on these assumption sets are also retracted.
The ability to deal with incomplete information and to revise intermediate conclusions opens up the following perspective (which is not yet realised in DPNet).
Incremental message processing
As the system does not rely on the completeness of a message burst (when is a message burst complete?) and is able to revise preliminary conclusions, it is possible to process messages as they are coming in, and thus reduce the space for possible diagnoses. Further messages then may provide additional discrimination w.r. t. these diagnoses. This property seems to be very important for satisfying real-time requirements while maintaining completeness w.r.t. diagnoses.
5.5
As already mentioned, DPNet uses only models of correct behaviour for computing diagnoses. It does not rely on knowledge about previously observed fault situations, and therefore is also able to deal with unknown and unusual faults and fault combinations, which makes this approach superior to purely experience-based approaches. The example in Section 4 illustrates that multiple faults can be diagnosed, which enables the system to identify short-circuits and faults in the protection system. On the other hand, this may result in a huge space for possible diagnoses, allowing either technically implausible or theoretically possible but improbable faults. It has been shown that the first class of diagnosis can be excluded by additionally exploiting knowledge about faulty behaviour of components (fault models).
Unknown, unusual or multiple faults
Ranking of diagnoses
As this approach also provides theoretically possible but practically improbable diagnoses, an additional ranking according to the corresponding likelihood (not necessarily in a mathematical sense) is required to focus the system on a small set of interesting diagnoses. (Note that, for example, a possible diagnosis is to always suspect all INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SPRING 1993 breakers which have been opened.) GDE' provides the technical basis for such focusing, which, however, may only be controlled by very general criteria, such as probabilities.
One of the major goals of future work therefore is to investigate how to exploit domain-specific knowledge, e.g. dependent faults. Furthermore, the purpose of diagnosis should also be considered; if the goal is to perform a quick and reliable reconfiguration of the network, a possible discrimination between different diagnoses may be irrelevant. This consequently affects the ranking of diagnoses and the termination criteria of the system.
Refinement of analysis
Different fault situations may require models of different granularity. The majority of the cases considered can be solved by using simplified models, as sketched in Sections 3 and 4. The concept of fault distance used by the model of the breaker is based on the hypothesis that the impedance measured by the distance protection actually corresponds to the distance of the fault. This assumption may be invalid in the case of a short-circuit with a high impedance, and in that case this model may lead to wrong or even no diagnoses. Clearly, it is possible to describe a model which does not rely on this simplifying assumption, and thus also allows the diagnosis of high-impedance faults [18] .
The important thing, however, is that in GDE' this more detailed model does not automatically replace the coarser, but surprisingly useful, model. Actually, it is possible to define multiple alternative models and select a model that is appropriate for the current purpose. This allows us to start with the simplest model and, in case this is not successful or the purpose of analysis has been changed, to switch to a more detailed model. The underlying ATMS avoids inconsistencies between different models and preserves intermediate results, which are independent of this change (Struss (181 illustrates this model switching).
In addition to such a refinement of behavioural descriptions, GDE+ allows the structural refinement of models. Subsystems may be described as black-box models; in case such a subsystem is suspected, it may be expanded and diagnosis focused on its substructure. This recursive applicaton of GDE' (and the refinement of behavioural descriptions) allows the system to cope with complex systems and has been successfully used in another case study to diagnose systems with a large number of components (approximately 1000) [13] . The necessity and utility of this technique for power transmission networks is a topic for further investigation.
Adaptability to a changed topology
As the topology of a power transmission network is changed according to the current load situation, a system for fault localisation must be adapable to the actual structure of the network. As in GDE+ the behavioural models of components and the structural description of the system to be diagnosed are represented separately, this requirement is already satisfied by the architecture of the diagnosis system.
Adaptability to new components and technologies
An even more important requirement is an adaptability to changes of a technological nature, such as the presence of special components or the introduction of new technology. This is one of the major limitations of firstgeneration systems; the rule base has to be checked to see whether the changed situation affects the applicability of rules (which requires that this question can be decided in case there is no experience with the new technology). This is absolutely necessary, as the new technology cannot simply be anticipated as an exception to a rule. The principal advantage of the model-based approach is based on the use of a domain-specific, but systemindependent, component library as part of the knowledge base. The introduction of a new type of component is thus simply the definition of a corresponding model in this library (and the creation of corresponding instances in the structural description).
Whereas the development and maintenance of complex rule-based systems quickly results in an unreasonable, complex, expensive, and unreliable procedure (see the experience with XCON [19] ), model-based systems allow incremental, modular and efficient changes and improvements to a knowledge base. The development of DPNet has exploited and demonstrated this potential.
Conclusions
We have shown that a model-based approach is appropriate for the task of fault localisation in power transmission networks by demonstrating how this approach satisfies the particular requirements of the problem. The modelbased approach allows the development of diagnostic systems with extended competence (treatment of unknown and multiple faults), while significantly changing the development process. In many cases, the reduced development overheads and the improved quality of the results are necessary preconditions to allowing an industrial application of knowledge-based technology. The work on DPNet up to now has impressively confirmed this claim.
